Abstract-Self-help web interventions for mental health effectively follow a one-size-fits-all approach lacking the personalization of regular psychotherapy sessions and the effectiveness associated with the treatment. A scalable adaptive personcentered approach is therefore essential to non-invasively monitor symptom severity, enhance coping capabilities and increase engagement levels for maximal impact. In this work, we propose a novel approach to empower mental trauma patients, improve outcomes and EASE their suffering while reducing health-care costs. We develop machine learning algorithms that use both voluntary and involuntary feedback encapsulating the interactions of brain and body in a non-intrusive setting, by calibrating physiological arousal and engagement from face videos leading towards a hidden state of self-efficacy.
Introduction
Mental trauma following disasters, military service, accidents, domestic violence and other traumatic events is often associated with adversarial symptoms like avoidance of treatment, mood disorders, and cognitive impairments. Lack of treatment for serious mental health illnesses annually cost $193.2 billion in lost earnings [1] . Providing proactive, scalable and cost-effective web-based treatments to traumatized people is, therefore, a problem with significant societal impact [2] . Though self-help websites for trauma-recovery exist, they are usually generic, based on one-size-fits-all models, instead of being person-specific.
Interventions are required that can be used repeatedly without losing their therapeutic power, that can reach people even if local health care systems do not provide them with needed care or recommend costly procedures or are simply unapproachable. Such interventions require adaptive models that are tailored to individual needs and can be shared globally without taking resources away from the populations where the interventions were developed. Research suggests that personalization and automated adaption in self-help websites can positively aid people with mental health issues and advance mental health computing [3] .
Like the numerous tasks we work on daily, our outcomes are a factor of how persuasive we are in the endeavor and this is especially true for coping with trauma. The worst a person is at self-regulation, has direct impact on the positive or negative impact of the treatment. According to Social Cognitive Theory (SCT), perceived coping self-efficacy emerges as a focal mediator of post traumatic recovery [4] . Amongst the currently available e-health interventions, evidence to support the clinical effectiveness of most interventions exists, however, patient engagement with these interventions is still a major concern [5] , [6] , [7] . Such interventions measure user engagement from infrequent questionnaire's. Self-reported user engagement has been found, in many psychology studies, to be highly correlated with outcomes [8] , [9] , [10] . Estimating engagement is important as various psychological studies indicate that engagement is a key component to measure the effectiveness of treatment and can be predictive of behavioral outcomes in many applications.
Owing to the uncertain nature of trauma recovery which includes frequent mood-swings, it is essential to look for self-efficacy and engagement values over shorter time periods than the self-reports. Self-reports are limited by the frequency at which the user can be asked for a response without significantly annoying them. Self-reports are also impossible to collect on a per-second basis. Listed below are the research questions that drive our work: 1) Can advanced computer vision based learning techniques help in creating adaptive interventions? 2) How do we use infrequent self-reports? 3) Can self-efficacy be predicted from videos or physiological data or both? 4) What is the relationship between self-efficacy and engagement? 5) Is engagement or change in self-efficacy dependent on the task at hand? 6) How do we integrate a priori information about the user to predict user-response? 7) What features should we use to predict engagement from video? 8) Are all psychometric measures of a user independent from each other?
Background and Related Work
In recent years various researchers have explored Behavioral Intervention Technologies [11] , [12] to augment traditional methods of delivering psychological interventions, faceto-face in one-to-one psychotherapy sessions, in order to expand delivery models and/or increase the outcomes of 978-1-5386-0563-9/17/$31.00 c 2017 IEEE therapy. Influenced by these works, we postulate the need for the development of computer vision and machine learningbased methods for automated engagement prediction, mood prediction and self-efficacy assessment in the domain of web-based trauma recovery. Social cognitive theory prescribes mastery experiences as the principal means of personality change [13] . In this social learning analysis, expectations of personal efficacy are based on four major sources of information: performance accomplishments, vicarious experience, verbal persuasion, and physiological states [13] . Operative competence requires orchestration and continuous improvisation of multiple subskills to manage ever-changing circumstances [14] . In our research where we present trauma subjects with 2 training modules of relaxation and triggers and 4 selection modules post-training (self-talk, social-support, unhelpful-coping and professional-help), the goal is to predict the post module self-efficacy value based on the heuristics of the pre-training self-efficacy measurements or Coping Self-Efficacy Trauma (CSE-T) value(s), keeping in mind the content of the modules. Current gold-standard to measure self-efficacy is from selfreports. Self-reports are limited by the frequency at which the user can be asked for a response without significantly annoying them. Self-reports are also impossible to collect on a per-second basis. However, various psychology studies have shown that self-efficacy and engagement are correlated [15] .
Engagement is a critical component of student learning, web-based interventions, commercial applications for marketing, etc. and face-based analysis is the most successful non-invasive approach for engagement estimation [5] , [16] , [7] , [17] , [18] . The majority of research to predict automated engagement has been limited to the field of education where learning algorithms are built to determine student engagement from behavioral cues like facial expressions, gaze, headpose, etc. [19] , [17] , [18] , [20] . These works primarily rely on extracting facial features and developing machinelearning-based approaches to identify engagement activity of students in classroom performing various tasks, e.g., reading/writing, etc. The subjects are often assumed to be co-operative with control over their emotions and monitored by an external actor e.g. the teacher. One of the notable differences in these works and data collected from trauma subjects is that subject co-operativeness varies significantly, depending on the severity of mental illness and the task (self-regulation exercises) that they are assigned, leading to multiple challenges in applying methods from student learning directly [21] . In our work [22] , [23] , we show that computer vision and deep-learning-based techniques can be used to predict user engagement from webcam feeds with content. Once we have tools for reliable engagement measurement during an intervention, the website and task can adapt to enhance or maintain engagement and recovery. Such experimentation requires datasets that contains adequate amount of engagement, arousal and self-efficacy data. Unfortunately, datasets where humans are experimental subjects is not readily available to researchers and is ethically restricted. The availability of such datasets, till date, has been confined Figure 1 : Experimental setup for EASE data collection: Subjects interacted with the website while performing self-regulation exercises. Face data was captured using an external webcam; voice data was captured using a microphone. Additional data such as skin-conductance, respiration, and ECG signals were also recorded using wearable sensors. All the interactions were recorded using an external camera. Finally, while the subjects were viewing the traumarecovery website, the system asks them about their engagement level, with self-report on a scale of 1-5 (top right corner) where 1 is "Very Disengaged" and 5 "Very Engaged"
to the affective space of valence and arousal where ground truth is available in form of self-reports or post-processing limited annotations [24] , [25] , [26] etc.
According to social psychology, human experience is an intertwined outcome of behavior (interactions), cognition (thoughts) and affect (feelings) [27] , where behavior and affect are generally detected through a series of facial expressions, gestures, body movements, speech, and other physiological signals, such as heart rate, respiration, sweat, etc. The purpose of this research is to explore a machine learning based approach towards analyzing and predicting cognitive human behavior through behavioral modeling from face videos. Since human behavior is complex, we target a closed space of EASE (Engagement, Arousal and Self Efficacy). The strategy is to employ an integrated set of psychological principles that have cognitive effects and cause behavioral changes.
Current Results

Data collection procedure:
The web-intervention used to collect the data was based on the findings of Social Cognitive Theory [4] and consisted of subjects undergoing six tasks (modules) namely: socialsupport, self-talk, relaxation, unhelpful coping, professional help and triggers. The broader study was divided into three sessions/visits in the form of a Randomized Control Trial (RCT). Each participant was assigned 2 out of the six modules in each visit. The first two visits were restricted to "Relaxation" and "Triggers" modules only, and in the third visit, the participants were free to choose from the remaining four modules. Each visit lasted for approx. 30 minutes -1.5 hours. In the first visit, subjects were randomly allocated Relaxation or Triggers as the first module and a reverse order during the second visit and second module. At the beginning of each visit, the subjects listened to a neutral introductory video. During these sessions, a Logitech webcam with a resolution of 640x480 at 30 fps was placed on top of the monitor. It records video of the participants face along with audio. Physiological data was also recorded for the entire session. The participants could freely interact with the trauma recovery website, and their interactions were recorded in the form of Picture in Picture video using a Camtasia recorder (with screen and webcam recording simultaneously). During the module, participants provided self-reports about their engagement level [22] . For all experiments in the following sections we use the same dataset.
Contextual Engagement Prediction from video:
A wide range of research has used face data to estimate a person's engagement, in applications from advertising to student learning. An interesting and important question not addressed in prior work is if face-based models of engagement are generalizable and context-free, or do engagement models depend on context and task. Our research shows that context-sensitive face-based engagement models are more accurate, at least in the space of web-based tools for trauma recovery. In our work [22] , we analyze user engagement in a trauma-recovery regime during two separate modules/tasks: relaxation and triggers. The dataset comprises of 8M+ frames from multiple videos collected from 110 subjects, with engagement data coming from 800+ subject self-reports. We build an engagement prediction model as sequence learning from facial Action Units (AUs) using Long Short Term Memory (LSTMs). Our experiments demonstrate that engagement prediction is contextual and depends significantly on the allocated task. Models trained to predict engagement on one task are only weak predictors for another and are statistically significantly less accurate than context-specific models.
Mood-Aware Engagement Prediction:
Since our experiments demonstrate that engagement prediction models are contextual, we take this a step further and ask the question: "Does using current mood as context improve engagement prediction for a given task?". In order to answer this question, we use Profile Of Mood States (POMS) data that was collected before and after the session from each subject. Our POMS questionnaire has first 24 questions from POMS-SF [28] , which are clustered into five negative sentiments (tension: 5 questions, depression: 6 questions, anger: 5 questions, fatigue: 2 questions, confusion: 2 questions) and one positive sentiment, vigor: 4 questions. The final POMStmd(total mood disturbance) level is computed as difference of sum of negative n(x) and positive p(x) sentiments:
n(x) − x∈pos. senti.
p(x)
here we scaled the POMStmd scores by the observed value, so that the range is between [0,1]. The POMStmd score is then used to condition each AU input to obtain mood-aware engagement prediction results. We precondition the basic engagement multi-class LSTM with POMStmd values obtained using self-reports We contend that face-based engagement assessment is context sensitive. Traditional engagement prediction pipelines based on facial feature extraction and machine learning techniques learn a generic engagement model, and would consider the face in lower left disengaged. In trauma recovery, individuals are often advised to do particular exercises, e.g. self-regulation exercises where the task involves the subject to "close your eyes, relax and breathe". The image on the lower left is a highly engaged subject. Hence, there is a need to revisit existing facial-expression-based engagement prediction techniques and augment them with the context of the task at hand. As shown in bottom right, this work develops contextsensitive engagement prediction methods based on facial expressions and temporal deep learning.
by adding the normalized to the AU representation. Since the engagement scores are ordinal, not categorical, for testing of mood-aware modeling we use the more traditional Leave-One-Subject-Out (LOSO) methodology, reporting rootmean-squared-error. Even though the LSTM model was optimized for categorical correctness, we notice a significant improvement in performance by augmenting AUs with POMS data. Mood-aware engagement model for triggers showed a significant reduction in error (p=.0007).
Automated Mood-Aware Engagement Prediction:
Developing intelligent machines that recognize facial expressions, detect spontaneous emotions and infer affective states of an individual are all challenging problems. While significant amount of work in recent years has focussed on advancing machine learning techniques for affect recognition and affect classification, the prediction of mood from facial analysis and the usage of mood data have received less attention. Questionnaires for psychometric measurement of mood-states are common, but using them during interventions that target psychological well-being of people are arduous and may burden an already troubled population. In our work [23] , we create two separate automated LSTM models: a total mood disturbance predictor and a mood sub-scale predictor, and then use them to aid predictions of subject engagement levels. Our mood-aware engagement predictor uses total mood disturbance score, and our analysis compares both mood sub-scale predictors and an overall mood disturbance predictor for engagement prediction. Our experiments show that mood-aware engagement predictor using our novel visual analysis approach performs significantly better or on par with using self-reports. 
Future Work
Predicting change in Self-Efficacy:
Bandura (1997) reviewed substantial empirical evidence for increasing CSE (Coping Self Efficacy) perceptions by promoting mastery experiences, opportunities for vicarious success modeling, positive verbal persuasion, and reductions in physiological arousal [29] . CSE is quantified from individual responses to standard questionnaires that target at accessing user(s) interpretation/belief of their ability to retaliate to a specific hypothetical situation. Coping SelfEfficacy Trauma (CSE-T) has emerged as a focal mediator of post-traumatic recovery [30] . Neither, the absolute value of self-efficacy nor the changes in self-efficacy, are directly observable from visual inferences. Psychometric measures using CSE-T questionnaire [2] are used to assess coping self-efficacy in EASE. We propose a learning technique that can predict the self efficacy values post-module, using the pre-module self-efficacy value along with derived predictions of engagement from visual/multimodal data and arousal from physiological responses.
Multimodal Self-Efficacy Prediction:
Number of multimodal approaches have been explored and demonstrated to improve accuracy of affect detection methods in various HCI applications. Several psycho-physiological signals such as EEG, skin conductance, respiratory rate and others have found to correlate with affective states of subjects. In this work, we propose to analyze multimodal approaches to determine relationship between facial video data and sensory signals on trauma patient's coping selfefficacy level while performing a particular task. We wish to develop a multimodal LSTM which can explicitly model the long-term dependencies both within the modality of facial video data and across other sensory modalities in a single multimodal LSTM.
Challenges and Broader impact
The work proposed in this paper is the first step towards building EASE models for trauma-recovery; we expect others will be able to further improve on the models herein. It is impractical to expect uniform sampling across engagement levels from PTSD subjects, so an issue that will need to be addressed in future efforts is to build machine-learning models that are aware of the data imbalances. Moreover, the CSE-T and engagement values from standardized questionnaires are sparse i.e. one value per ten-thousand video frames and approx. 250K physiology data samples at a minimum. For simplicity, we considered fixed segment-lengths for engagement and mood-aware engagement prediction. However, advanced learning techniques like sparse-label propagation [31] , multi-label transfer [32] , [33] need to explored to approach the problem efficiently. The most natural way of building better classifiers is training with an even larger dataset and performing parameter optimization of LSTMs. Sophisticated methods like feature (AUs) pooling over space and time, jointly using additional tracking data such as headpose, gaze, expressions and other emotional states would also likely improve accuracy. Additionally, there is a need to consider different timescales to create a real-time self-efficacy or engagement predictor, shorter durations may not provide enough context for user's affective state, while longer video segments tend to be harder to evaluate, possibly because of the increase in data mixes from self-efficacy changes and levels of engagement. Another possibility is to use more contextual information like, who the user is, what their symptom severity levels are, demographic information etc. the more we know, the better we can predict the affective state of the user.
Though our research is targeted at Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) recovery and a specific type of self-efficacy i.e. Coping Self Efficacy for Trauma (CSE-T), objective measurement of self-efficacy is applicable to a broader list of tasks in various fields, like academic performance of students in education, weight loss interventions or diet control in health, recovery treatments from cancer, behavioral parent training, fitness control, developing socially assistive robots, employment training (like public speaking, preparation of job-interviews), designing virtual reality games etc.
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